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Running Order for the Session

 Briefing Introduction to Me : 3 Mins

 Back story : 5 Mins

What is the Problem : 7 mins

 Violence v Conflict : 10 Mins 

 Tools to Help you : 12 Mins

 Conclusion : 3 mins 

 Q&A : 5 Mins  

 Remember its 45 mins till lunch times !!!!!



INTRODUCTION
Managing Conflict in Safety



Back Story :What we can learn from our kids



The Extent of the problem 



 Violence/ Assault : A person shall be guilty of the 
offence of assault who, without lawful excuse, 
intentionally or recklessly (a) directly or indirectly 
applies force to or causes an impact on the body of 
another, or (b) causes another to believe on reasonable 
grounds that he or she is likely immediately to be 
subjected to any such force or impact: NFOAP Act 1997

 Conflict : is serious disagreement and argument about 
something important. If two people or groups are in 
conflict, they have had a serious disagreement or 
argument and have not yet reached agreement: Collins 
Dictionary 

Definitions 



Aggression / Violence Cycles 

 Trigger Stage :
 Fear Inducing events 

(person feels that under 
treat, Lose something 
important to them. May be 
perceived lose or treat.

 Frustration Events
(Person may feel that their 
efforts are useless, or their 
demands are not being 
met)

 Planning is essential to 
understand trigger



Aggression / Violence Cycles 

 Escalation 
 Battle with the perceived 

source of fear or frustration

 Signals
Person becomes more 

animated.

 Loss of control of emotions 

 Can you control the 
environment , persons 
exposed.

 Can you defuse , stop or 
move ?



Aggression / Violence Cycles 

 Crisis
 Battle will commence 

 Physical (Self Defence) 

 Emotional (Tone , Voice, 
Choice of words)

 Crisis stage can last 90 
mins and can pass into 
recovery and back to 
crisis)



Controlling Behaviour

 Facial (Eye Contact, 
Attentive)

 Body Stance (Standing, 
3-5 ft away, angled)

 Voice (Calm, Slow and 
Confident)

 Attitude (Time, listen , 
Solutions)

Words (tell me, common 
ground, limits, refocus, 
ending)



Aggression / Violence Cycles 
 Recovery 

 Battle is over
 Deceptive if not baseline
 Switch back to crisis , 

trigger. 

 Post Depressive 
 Physical energy
 Performance is start of day
 Regret (both parties)
 Breakdown in working 

relationship



Traditional Approach to Conflict

 Conflict is bad 

 Conflict leads to 
breakdown of 
relationships

 Conflict is loud and 
aggressive.

 Avoid

 Defuse 



“Wicked Problem” (H J Rittel)

 There must be argument and conflict in-order to 
resolve complex problems (people focused systems).

Wicked related to resistance to a solution !!

 Encourage and promote diversity.

 Conflict encourages choice and decision.

 Conflict helps you learn (tests our beliefs) 



Tool 1: Acknowledge the sources
of Conflict (adapted to safety)

 Limited Resources – in terms 
of time, expertise , skills 

 Unmet needs, respect, ability 
to carry out works (delays to 
works).

 Unclear values and 
expectations (if you want it, 
you need to pay for it)

Shrumpf : Craford d: Usadell h (1991) Peer Mediateion, 
Conflict resolution in Schools (Research Press)



Tool 2. Acknowledge Diversity

 People can be different 
beliefs and approaches , 
but work towards the 
same goals.

 Client Contractors, 
subcontractor, architects 
designers , PM , Safety.

 Accept that both parties 
can work differently to 
achieve success. 



Tool 3: Set Goals/ Rules /Values 

 Compliance with Legislation is the baseline.

 Communicate the client , contractor values clearly in 
advance.

 Don’t “should yourself” as it gets messy”.

 Remain Neutral

Without common Goal its just a fight !!!!

How embracing conflict can improve your life (Robin Funsten, TEDxtryon)

The value and importance of conflict (Rick Griffith , TEDxBoulder)



Tool 3: Empathy and Listening

 Acknowledge that the 
solution to the problem 
may not come from us, 
but from anybody within 
the group.

We need to be open to 
hearing the message. 

 Safety often can not be 
neutral in the conflict.

 Learn to facilitate the 
solution



Conclusion 

 Acknowledge the source of the conflict

 Accept diversity in teams if were working for the common 
goal.

 Listen for and facilitate the solutions to the sources of 
conflict.

 Understand the values of the organisation and deliver on 
them.

 Be More like the Sheep in the “Very Cranky Bear” story.


